Copy of Letter No. No.5(15)/2012-Py:I dated 10th December, 2013 from Government of India Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Food and Public Distribution
Department of Food and Public Distribution, Krishi Bhawan, New Delhi addressed to The Secretary, Department of Food, Civil Supplies & Consumer Affairs, Punjab Chandigarh.

Sub: Extension in milling period of KMS 2012-13—Regarding.

Sir,

With reference to the letter cited above, I am directed to convey the approval of the Government of India for grant of one-time extension of time for delivery of balance 3.16 lakh MT of Custom Milled Rice (CMR) by the millers into Central Pool for KMS 2012-13 indicated in the letter referred above as a special case for a period of 30 clear working days from the date of issue of this letter with the condition that the carrying charges (Storage charges and interest etc.) shall not be payable after 30th September, 2013 for the CMR delivered to FCI during this period. The delivery of CMR will be as per the other provision of cost sheet and FAQ specifications prescribed for KMS 2012-13.

2. FCI shall ensure effective monitoring over the progress of delivery of CMR and the impediment, if any, should be brought to the notice of the Department without any delay.

Yours faithfully

Sd/-10/12/13

(Rakesh Kumar)

Under Secretary to the Govt. of India.

Government of Punjab

Food Civil Supplies & Consumer Affairs Department

(Rice Branch)

Endst. No. Rice-2/2A/2013/553

Dated Chandigarh the 11-12-13

A copy of the above is forwarded to the following for information & necessary action:-

1. PS/Food & Supplies Minister, Punjab
2. PS/Secretary, Food and Supplies, Punjab
3. The General Manager, Food Corporation of India, Punjab Region, Chandigarh.
4. The Managing Director, PAFC, Markfed, PSWC & Punsup, Chandigarh.
5. The Deputy Director(Field), Patiala, Jalandhar, Ferozepur & Roop Nagar.

Additional Director Food & Supplies

Endst No.PRP-5/2013/Policy/3655-79

Dated: 11.12.2013

A copy of the above is forwarded to:

1. All the District Managers, PUNSUP in the state of Punjab with the directions to follow up for completion of left over milling.
2. GM(F&A) for information.
3. DGM(L) for information

General Manager(Proc. & Storage)